
Mercedes-Benz W 111 280 SE 3,5 Cabriolet

This original 280 SE 3,5 Cabriolet comes from the US and comes in a stainless state. The classic color combination silver metallic with
black leather gives the car a typical character. For this car you can get the complete history and numerous invoices and warranty
booklets. The vehicle is technically and optically in a wonderful condition, this is also confirmed by the experts at Mercedes-Benz
Classic in Fellbach. Because of its patina, we offer this car in the Collectors Edition.

Collectors Edition: These classics and young classics are in good condition both technically and in terms of appearance. Their patina
lends them a special character.

Before delivery this Mercedes-Benz classic car receives a comprehensive service and a new TÜV.
If requested we can offer a Mercedes-Benz Classic Car guarantee.

No liability for printing and writing errors.
Subject to error and prior sale.

 

 

 

VEHICLE DETAILS

Model 280 SE 3,5 Cabrio Model designation S-Class Cabrio

Series W 111 Year of construction 1971

Chassis number on request Transmission number on request
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Condition category Collectors Edition Production period 11.1969 - 07.1971

Odometer reading / milometer
(read off)

108.000 Number of previous owners 2

Manufacturer Initial registration 01.07.1971

Engine number on request Matching numbers Yes

Price on request Added tax separately No

Location Mercedes-Benz Museum

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Body design Power (HP) 200 PS

Cylinder capacity (cc) 3.499 ccm Cylinder 8

(Car) door 2 Steering element left

Transmission automatic Gear 4

Drive back Brake (mechanism) front disc brakes

Brake (mechanism) rear disc brakes Fuel gasoline

Acceleration 94 s Top speed 205 km/h

Fuel consumption 13,5 l

INDIVIDUAL CONFIGURATION

Exterior colour silver Colour designation exterior (of
manufacturer)

Silver grey Metallic (180)

Colour designation interior (of
manufacturer)

Leather black (201) Sun roof No

Folding roof Yes Power steering Yes

Central locking (system /
mechanism)

Yes Interior colour black

Interior material leather Seat heating No

Air conditioning No ABS (antilock brake system) No

Airbag No Green badge No

Technical inspection
association

Yes H-plate No

Quantity 1.232

VEHICLE HISTORY
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In August 1961, a convertible version of the 220 SEb was presented, which was an
exact replica of the coupé-variant except for the absent roof and required body
stiffening. This elegant and representative model became the successor of the 128
series convertible, which after October 1960 had been produced no longer. From a
technical and stylistic point of view, the new model was derived from the 220 SEb
saloon, which was presented in August 1959, and was also assigned to model series
111. In contrast to their predecessors, the coupé and convertible variants were planned
as a fully-fledged four-seated models.

They were based on the chassis of the saloon the wheelbase of which remained
unchanged accordingly. Although the tailfins, which had made such a sensation at the
presentation of the 220 b – 220 SEb models, were now apparent in rudimentary form

only, convertible and saloon still had many stylistic features in common. This makes the fact that not a single construction element of the
four-door model could be used for the convertible even more surprising. Half a year later, the 300 SE Coupé and 300 SE Convertible,
which had been constructed from pre-existing building blocks, had their debut at the Geneva Motor Show.

The bodies of the corresponding 220 SEb versions had been touched up with additional decorative elements and were combined with
the technology of the Type 300 SE. Thus, these new exclusive models, which were, like the underlying saloon model assigned to model
series 112, featured a whole set of technical details. Basic equipment consisted of a 3.0-liter light-alloy engine, 4-speed automatic
transmission, powerbrake unit, air suspension and dual circuit brakes with disk brakes at the front and rear wheels. There was additional
chrome decoration in the shape of a chrome trim extending from headlights to taillights along the longitudinal bead as well as
conspicuous decorative trims at the front and rear wheel arches.

From March 1963, the 300 SE coupé and convertible were, like the saloon, available with optional 4-speed manual gearbox; in this case
the list price was reduced by DM 1,400. In January 1964 engine power was increased to 170 hp so that driving performance was
improved. This was made possible by converting the injection pump into a six-plunger unit. When the „fintail“-saloons of models 220
Sb, 220 SEb and 300 SE were replaced by a completely reconstructed generation of models, the coupé and convertible versions
remained in the sales programme. As these exclusive models, which had been produced for some years then, were by no means
outdated beside the saloons of the new generation, expensive stylistic revision or the development of new small-scale serial production
of model versions were unnecessary.

The two 2.2-liter models received the 150 hp 2.5-liter engine of the 250 SE and also its model designation. Furthermore, like the 3.0-liter
models, they were fitted with the 14-inch wheels and bigger disk brakes of 108 series saloons. New, too, was the hydropneumatic
compensating spring at the rear axle, which had been incorporated into the 2.5-liter models instead of the coil spring that had hitherto
been used, guaranteeing that the level of the body remained constant irrespective of loads. January 1968 witnessed the debut of the
280 SE model, which had a newly developed 2.8-liter engine with 160 hp and became the successor of the 250 SE. This change of
generation did not only affect the saloon, but also the two-door versions. Apart from the new engine, only some details had been
changed in the coupé and the convertible; like the saloon, both received flatter one-piece decorative wheel covers with integrated boss
cap. At the same time as the 2.5-liter models, production of the Type 300 SE coupé and convertible was stopped. There was no
immidiate successor, but this was not really necessary either, as engine power was only 10 hp lower than in the 2.8-liter versions and
the same driving performance was achieved because of their lower weight. In September 1969 the more powerful 280 SE 3.5 coupé
and convertible models were presented.

The completely new 3.5-liter V8-engine with 200 hp was very quiet and smooth and made sports car performance possible. These new
models, and also the 280 versions with the 2.8-liter 6-cylinder engine had minor external modifications. The radiator grill was lower and
wider and the bonnet was accordingly lower at the front. The bumpers were also modified, now being fitted with rubber strips like on the
saloons. There were no external differences between the 8-cylinder versions and the new 6-cylinder versions. In May 1971 the
production of the 2.8-liter coupés and convertibles ended and two months later the production of the 8-cylinder versions also ceased,
thus bringing the ten-year era of the 111 and 112 series coupés and convertibles to an end. A total of 2,918 coupés and 7,013
convertibles of this range were built in Sindelfingen. The most exclusive version was the 300 SE convertible with 708 units produced,
followed by the 250 SE convertible (954 units), the 280 SE 3.5 convertible (1,232 units) and the 280 SE convertible (1,390 units). The
220 SEb coupé achieved the highest production volume with 14,173 units. No replacement was planned for the convertibles; fresh air
Mercedes drivers had to be content with the two-seater SL.
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SIE INTERESSIEREN SICH
FÜR DIESES FAHRZEUG?

ICH BERATE SIE GERNE
Robert Forster
Tel +49 176 309 212 81
E-Mail robert.forster@daimler.com
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